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Vision
ACCESS – EMPOWERMENT - JUSTICE

Mission
Empowering our community to access justice by providing free legal services to all unmet legal
needs

Our community is
Everybody in Marlborough and Kaikoura especially those who experience economic, social,
cultural, or other barriers to access to legal services

These are our principles
Commitment to the Treaty of Waitangi
Accountability to our community

Promoting participatory justice and self-reliance
Increasing people’s knowledge and expectations of the law
Encouraging reform of the law to reflect the community’s changing need and expectations
Professional integrity
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Report from the Chair
Our Board

Ian Cameron – Chair
Philippa Burns – Deputy Chair
Amaroa Katu – Secretary
Jill Van Angeren – Treasurer
Yvonne Morrison
Lapu Oliver
John Holdaway
Simon Gains
Margaret Conway
Norma Livingston
Graeme Faulkner

Graeme Grennell - Kaumatua

Marlborough Community Law continues to be a strong and
forward-thinking organisation with a team who, under the
leadership and management of Stephanie Moses, have worked
very hard to increase our client numbers by 23% over the past
year and a proactive Board who bring a number of diverse skills
to our meetings.
Manager and team: We have been very fortunate in the
appointment of Stephanie as the Manager in June 2014 after the
resignation of Raewyn Tretheway. Stephanie, being a Case
Worker for many years in our organisation, knew the challenges
and opportunities she faced and has relished the ability to put
her ideas into practice. She has also done much of the work in
finding and fitting the new premises we need.
We are also fortunate to now have two qualified Case Workers,
one who holds a practising certificate on the team, together
with the other Case workers who bring considerable case
experience to their roles and a skilled receptionist. The
ambience of the office combined with the street level frontage
makes the organisation much more appealing to visitors than
the previous premises were. The Board is sorry to lose Marion
Elvy from the team and wish her and John a happy and healthy
retirement.
The team are to be congratulated on the “Lunchtime law in the
Library” series which are popular and have raised the profile of
CLM. We are also very pleased with the new website and thank
Blueflowers web design for their expertise. The newsletters and
newspaper articles continue to interesting, relevant and of a
high standard.
The Board: The Board, this year, have divided into four
committees: Financial (under the chair of Jill van Angeren);
Review of policies (Chair Philippa Burns); Community links
(Amaroa Katu) and Contracts (John Holdaway). In addition,
Simon Gaines has been available for consultation by fellow
Board members and Stephanie. Some of these committees have
met monthly, others as required and all have brought value
when we combine for our Board meetings.
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I am grateful to the Board members listed and the others, Margaret Conway (Citizens’ Advice
Representative), Graeme Faulkner, Norma Livingstone, Yvonne Morrison (Kaikoura representative) and
Lapu Oliver for their diligence.
Contract: We were pleased to be offered and have accepted a further contract with the Ministry of Justice
which secures our funding until July 2016. Funding for the 2016-17 year and the 2017 -18 year is to be
confirmed by 31 May 2016 and 2017 respectively. The funding level has remained the same for the last
eight years and the Board is actively exploring other sources of revenue.
Change of premises: When we moved into our present premises at 16 Market Street, we thought we
would remain there for the foreseeable future. However the success in increasing client numbers has
meant that these premises are no longer adequate for our needs, both from the point of view of our
clients and our staff. After many months of looking at alternate premises, I am very pleased that the
decision was made to move next door. We will still be at pavement level, will be in the same area where
we are known to be and there will be space to have private interview rooms to ensure our client’s
confidentiality. The Board and Manager are presently looking at processes around subletting the back
portion of the new premises, to assist with our income stream.
Finally, as I step down from the Chair role, I thank Board members, Managers and staff for their support,
friendship, advice and hard work. It has been a privilege to have been the Chair for three years.

Ian Cameron
28th August 2015
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Manager’s Report
Moving into the Managers role has certainly been interesting,
challenging and at times chaotic; little did I know that some days would
be all of the three. However in between those days and despite
continuous funding restraints, the requirements of meeting targets set
by our funders, we are pleased to say that we have increased our client
numbers, increased education output and exceeded the targets set by
our funder Ministry of Justice.
The year wasn’t without hurdles that we had to navigate, the major
hurdle being our office, although being on ground level proved to be a
positive move for accessibility, the lack of space, privacy, sharing of
desks and hot water issues was certainly a downside and at times
simply not appropriate for staff and clients. Many thanks has to go to
the staff for doing their best in the circumstances, being creative at
using other agency’s offices or meeting at the back of a café but more
importantly for the sensitivity shown towards our clients in a situation
that had to take time to fix and will be fixed in the new year.

Our Awesome Team
Andrew Townshend – Legal Supervisor

Stacey - LLB - Solicitor

Marion – Caseworker - Education

Tracey – LLB - Caseworker
It has also been a big year for legal education having completed 35
sessions with close to 600 attendees, again exceeding the targets set by
MOJ. We have provided these seminars by resurrecting our Lunch
Time Law – now at the Library twice monthly, other seminar’s for
Community Workers, Youth, Schools and the general public have been
provided throughout the year. We did a bit of travelling with
Education, working with Youth Law in Blenheim and Kaikoura, providing
a full day of education in Havelock incorporating sounds residents. We
were also fortunate to work with Auckland Disability Law in our
community. In addition to all this core work we are very much out and
about talking to local groups about our services, how to access our
services and supporting local initiatives such as “being a safe haven for
kids” anti-bully day, positive aging, let’s make Marlborough Violence
free, there is never a dull moment. Work such as this is an integral part
of the service.

Brenda - Reception

Jenni – PT- Caseworker

Kaikoura weekly outreach has seen a significant increase in clients face
to face and working out of Heartlands Office is proving to be most
beneficial.
Our website has been redesigned and now has regular articles posted,
and information about our up and coming Education plan.

Patricia - PT- Admin

We have increased outreach by establishing a follow up clinic at St
Marks in conjunction with our regular talks.
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The weekly Volunteer clinic is as busy as ever and is an integral part of the service we provide. It is with much thanks
to the Law firms, the volunteers who provide the advice, this advice is not only beneficial to our clients, but to the
staff.
With the increased work out of the office, clients and education, staffing had to increase to manage workloads to an
acceptable level, and to provide the required level of service.
We welcomed Jenni to our team a couple of months ago on a part time basis. Jenni brings with her knowledge of
the Family Court process’s having worked in the Blenheim Court for some years, she is also a mediator and has
quickly got into the swing of Community Law and its work.
Stacey has been with us now for over a year and is our Solicitor. Prior to coming to Blenheim Stacey studied and
worked in Maori Health Organisations, her passion being Maori Land, Family law and Youth Justice, being the
youngest she is also our Youth Advocate and has quickly established a relationship to provide legal education in our
schools.
Tracey also has a law degree and hails from Christchurch. Tracey will be celebrating her first year with us this coming
September. It hasn’t taken Tracey long to get up to speed in case work and is now out and about with clients at
various forums such as employer/employee meetings or Mediation. The regular newsy mid-week articles and
newsletters are a tribute to Tracey; we get a lot of positive feedback about these.
Marion has now been with us for 5 years and is retiring come September. Marion took over organising the
Education; full credit must be given for what we have achieved this year in the two days that Marion works, in
addition to this Marion caseworks and fills in for me when I get the chance to have some time off. As I write this, I
am quite confident that next year’s plan is also organised.
Brenda is our receptionist and she is the one with the biggest smile who greets you as you walk in the door.
Brenda’s role gets taken up with data input, running around after us, and booking in clients. Brenda is CLM website
guru and takes responsibility for keeping the Website information up to date.
Patricia comes in for a couple of hours a week and completes our accounts. Special thanks for the volunteer hours
that Patricia gives us, this is really appreciated.
A big thanks to our Legal Supervisor Andrew Townshend, for keeping us on track, for making time for us, we value
his input and generosity.
Also thanks to the Board of Governance team, for the time and commitment and wise wisdom you give to CLM.
So where to from now - from an operational point of view the unmet legal need in Marlborough hasn’t diminished,
it is increasing, our clients have more and more complex and multiple issues. We see continuous challenges ahead in
regards to appropriate funding to sustain this service.
Lastly thank you to the team, your dedication to the community, your professionalism, and your can do attitude is
your success.

Stephanie
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Education
All the different
education we do……
for general public, community
workers, agencies community
groups, by way of Lunch time
Law at the Library, going to our
schools, seminars and working
with other CLC’s and local
agencies in Blenheim, Picton,
Havelock and Kaikoura.


























Justice your rights &
responsibilities with Police and
Employers
Leaving home and going flatting
Employment law/Sexual
Harassment
School Suspension, stand downs,
expulsions
Legal ages – peer support
Wills/Family Trusts/EPA
Trees/Neighbours
Fences/Neighbours
Animals/Neighbours
Care of Children/Family Court
Changes
Access to Justice
Employment Law Changes
Employment Law dispute process
Consumer Law
Credit Contracts
Justice - Your rights Responsibilities with
Police/Employment
Leaving Home and going flatting
Privacy Act
Family law, separation,
dissolution
Guardianship/PPPR
Introduction to the Health &
Disability Commissioner, the Act
and Code
Limited Licences

We would like to
acknowledge all our
presenters who do a great
job.
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Youth Week - Quiz night, all funds donated back to
Youth Council and Community Law host Groups
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Out and About

Top Left: Stacey at Youth Quiz
hosted and supported by
CLM/Youth Council on Youth
week.
Above: Stacey on the way
home from a busy day
working in Kaikoura with a
gift from a grateful client.

Top right: CLM assisted at
Community Law Stall Matatini - Christchurch
Below: CLM supporting “Let’s
make Marlborough Violence
Free”
CLM supports “stop bullying”
Tracey in the forum with
Elder Abuse week – MVIP
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Volunteers Solicitors Evenings – Free advice
Our weekly Wednesday evening and the recent introduction of monthly daytime advice sessions provided
by Volunteer Lawyers/Barristers from various law firms continue to be well utilised and provide another
tier of quality assistance provided through Community Law Marlborough.

A big thank you to our Volunteers
Kent Arnott, John Holdaway, David Neild,
Andrew Finch, Alison Weaver, Kim Lawson,
Jenny Marren, Layton Ward, Alexander
Meares, Alan Naysmith, Rennie Gould,
Scott Wight, Charles Murdoch, Peta Brunel,
Rob Anderson, Emma Symons, Libby
Lockhart, Audrey Seaton

Volunteer Advice Sessions

46

Clients seen

139

Volunteer hours

74

The (hours) figure does not take into
account the other pro bono work Law
firms do for our clients.

Thank you to the Interns who spent time
with us over the Christmas period:
Emma Deason
Jenny MacKenzie
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Kaikoura Weekly Outreach

Clinics in Kaikoura

33

Clients seen

64

Monthly participation in Kaikoura
Networkers Meeting and
Kaikoura Violence Free Network

A snap shot of legal issues for
Kaikoura
Employment
Care of Children
Adult Relationships
Debt

We also provide regular clinics at:
St Marks Drug and Alcohol treatment centre, and attend the JP’s list monthly.

Education Feedback
Great seminar on Privacy - thank you.
Awesome presenter- she knew her stuff!
More time would have be great.
Looking forward to next month’s lunch time law!
Well run- learnt a lot!
Great that Community Law provides this training- super!
Absolutely brilliant presentation, very informative &
professional, much appreciated.
Thank you for coming to Havelock!
Thank you so much – very interesting and good to have
answers to so many questions.
Invaluable expert advice on all topics!
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Our Statistics, Compliments and Feedback
Highest users of our Service
unwaged, part time,
assessed by clm
women
age group 25-44

Casework Compliments
“You don’t need to do anything
to improve your service, it’s on
point”

age group 45-64

“Keep up the good work”
heard about us by
Whanau/Family friend

Top 10 Legal Issues

“Awesome lady! Great advice –
knew exactly what she was
talking about”
“Keep up the great work. Thanks”

Financial

“Very helpful, happy to go the
extra mile”

Care of Children

“Excellent service”

employment

Adult Relationship
Consumer
Police P
Trusts
Tenancy
Property
Human Rights

“More space might be nice and
private”
“Great, has pointed me in the
right direction”
“My power was cut off – CLC got
my power put back on”
“Perfect”

Ethnicity of our Clients
Africian
American
Asian
Pacific Island

“Perfectly fair and no judgement,
Thanks”
“Appreciate all the help”
“Thank you – you saved my job”

“Got my limited licence”

Maori
European/Pakeha
Middle Eastern
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Treasurer’s Report
Marlborough Community Law Centre Incorporated
For year ended 30 June 2015

The year just past was one of consolidation for the organisation. All of our operational expenses for the
year were funded from the Ministry of Justice contract which has been unchanged, (at $305,284), for a
number of years. In a climate of rising costs and increased demand for the services Marlborough
Community Law provides, this placed significant financial pressure on management of the funds. Interest
for the year totalled $6,224 and the modest $617 of counter donations completed a total income of
$312,298.
Operating expenses were $302,807 made up of salaries at $208,791 (66%) and other costs of $94,017. A
tight rein was kept on all spending and changes made where there was a advantage to the organisation, an
example being a change from a cost re-imbursement to a lease arrangement for travel which has provided
significant savings. Overall there was a surplus on operations $2,639, which included depreciation and
disposal costs of $9,001.
Salaries for the year were higher than budget due to a second part time case worker being employed part
way through the year to address the increasing workload.
All costs were within the variable parameters expected of an operation that is growing its services. Our
year end accumulated cash funds stood at $66,117, investments accounts $139,147.
Shortly before the end of the financial year the board agreed to a move to larger premises to
accommodate this growth. Although this move will be achieved within the current financial resources it is
important to signal that extra funding streams will be required in future if the organisation is to continue to
have reserves equivalent to 4-5 months operating capital.
I move the adoption of the 2015 financial reports.
I move that we reappoint Crowe Horwath as auditor for the ensuing year.

Jill Van Angeren
Treasurer
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Financial Report

For the year ending
30 June 2015
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